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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the use of a secondary likeli-
hood classifier scheme for improving speaker rec-
ognition performance. The system models the out-
put likelihoods of a typical Gaussian Mixture
Model system across multiple speakers. The Out-
put Probability Distributions (OPD) of the primary
classifiers contain information on inter-speaker
relationships, and are modelled by secondary clas-
sifiers to improve recognition accuracies. A com-
parison of the OPD system with the traditional
likelihood ratio and maximum likelihood scoring
schemes for verification and identification is per-
formed. Fusion of traditional measures with OPDs
is shown to enhance overall recognition perform-
ance.

Keywords: Speaker Recognition, Output Probabil-
ity Distribution, Secondary Classification.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speaker Recognition is the process of recognising
speakers by their voice. Speaker recognition can be
separated into two main tasks: Speaker Identifica-
tion and Verification. Closed-Set speaker identifi-
cation has the requirement of nominating a speaker
with the highest likelihood from a given set of
speakers. In speaker verification, the claimed
identity of the test speaker must be accepted or re-
jected. Decisions are usually derived from a
speaker confidence measure. Successful speaker
verification techniques use the likelihood ratio (for
score normalisation)  [1, 2] based on speaker and
background speaker sets.

An alternative to score normalisation of this form,
is the use of discriminative training techniques.
The goal of discriminative training is to estimate
model parameters that minimise classification er-
rors in the training data. Speaker discriminative
training techniques such as Neural Networks [3]
and discriminative GMMs [4] have been trialed to

perform speaker discrimination using a set of pri-
mary input features. In this paper we propose a
new technique based on what is called Output
Probability Distributions for enhancing existing
likelihood score based speaker recognition sys-
tems.

2. OUTPUT PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

2.1 Overview

The term Output Probability Distributions (OPDs)
[5], in the context of speaker recognition, refers to
the distribution of the likelihood scores of the pri-
mary classifiers of a speaker set, when tested
against speech from a given speaker. The key idea
behind our technique is to use a secondary classi-
fier to learn the OPD. ie; the output likelihoods of
a primary classification scheme. When the secon-
dary classifier is applied such that it learns the
multi-dimensional likelihood distributions of mul-
tiple competing speakers, the system can encom-
pass the inter-speaker relationships of the speaker
set. In a speaker identification context, the com-
peting speakers are all speakers in the database.
For speaker verification, competing speakers are
the background speaker models of the target
speaker.

 A single OPD vector is obtained from the likeli-
hood scores generated by comparing a single fea-
ture vector against a series of speaker models.
These models may include a target speaker model
and a list of background models (for speaker veri-
fication), or a general selection of speaker models
(for closed-set speaker identification).

OPD models are formed when trained primary
models are tested with validation speech, and these
likelihood vectors are used to train the secondary
models. During the testing phase, the OPD vectors
arising from test speech applied to the primary
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classifiers, are applied to the secondary model to
derive a likelihood measure. For speaker identifi-
cation, the segment based likelihood measures de-
rived from the secondary classifiers can be fused
with the corresponding speaker scores obtained
from the primary classifiers. For speaker verifica-
tion, the likelihood ratio calculated from the back-
ground speaker modelling process is merged with
the OPD system score estimates.

2.2 OPD Feature Vectors

In the experiments, the primary models for speaker
recognition are Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)

[6]. The likelihood of an observation, iX
r

, given an
N mixture GMM, λ , can be determined.
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A GMM comprises the additive contribution of N
multi-dimensional Gaussians with mixture weights

jp , means jµr , and covariances jΣ . Typically,

only the diagonal components of the covariance
matrices are used. Model estimation is performed
using the Expectation-Maximisation algorithm.

For closed-set speaker ID consisting of M speak-
ers, the OPD feature vector consists of a set of
likelihood scores for each parameterised frame of

speech, iX
r

. This is obtained by comparing the

feature vector iX
r

, against each speaker’s model

1λ , 2λ , ..., Mλ .
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For speaker verification, there is a target speaker
model tλ , and B background speaker models 

1bλ ,

2bλ , ...,
Bbλ . Given feature vector iX

r
, with a target

and background speaker models, the OPD features
can be calculated as:
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The target speaker model test is the first entry in
the OPD feature vector with the background
speaker scores following.

2.3 OPD Modelling and Classification

Once the OPD vectors are obtained, a secondary
Gaussian Mixture Model is trained on these vec-
tors. The testing or classification process requires
the OPD features to be generated from the primary
classifier and then tested against the secondary
GMM scheme to arrive at a series of likelihood
scores in a similar fashion to that of the GMM
primary classifier. These primary and secondary
speech utterance scores should be time normalised.
Thus, the time-normalised utterance likelihood for
T observations becomes:
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(2.4)

In speaker identification, the OPD segment scores
are fused with the primary classifier likelihood
scores. Speaker verification OPD merit figures are
fused with the likelihood ratio estimates from the
primary classifier.

2.4 OPD Inter-Speaker Shape Attributes

Shown in Figure 1, are examples of the OPD mean
features for two different test speech utterances for
speaker identification. The statistics for two speak-
ers are indicated. It is observed that there are
unique attributes for the set of average speaker
scores particular to each speaker.

Figure 1. Speaker Identification mean OPD
Scores for Speakers one (1) and two (2)



Relatively large likelihoods for the first and second
speaker positions of the corresponding speaker’s
OPD’s are expected. By the same token, the non-
target speaker models would be generally lower in
primary classifier likelihood score. Secondary
classification based on OPDs utilise shape infor-
mation to check that characteristics of the primary
classifier speaker scores are present in a given
speech segment.

For speaker verification, we found that the shape
of the scores for a target model and corresponding
background speakers were relatively consistent
across target speech segments. When a suitable
background speaker set comprising maximally-
spaced-close and maximally-spaced-far speakers
[6] is selected, the nature of OPDs can be ex-
ploited. Certain background speakers will trigger
as a result of a close impostor match, and the OPD
classifier is able to discern this situation. The OPD
scheme is able to determine the existence of non-
characteristic attributes in a test utterance. The
OPD method can be used to evaluate the suitability
of the likelihood scores and reject any utterances
that do not conform to the type of conditions that
occurred for the training speech.

3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The speaker verification system structure used in
the experiments is detailed in Figure 2. This sys-
tem can be adapted for speaker identification. A
notable difference is that for verification, back-
ground speaker models are used instead of other
potential target speaker models.

The speaker verification system uses a primary
classifier likelihood ratio test. The log-likelihood
ratio, given a target speaker model and a set of B
background speaker models is calculated as fol-
lows:
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The fusion process is a simple linear opinion pool
fusion of the scores provided by the likelihood ra-
tio and the OPD system. The linear opinion pool
fusion score S, with weighting α , is calculated for
two likelihood sources LR and OPD as shown:

)(  )1(      )(  OPDLRS αα −+= ,   10 ≤≤ α (3.2)

4. EXPERIMENTS

Separate experiments were performed for the
speaker identification and verification scenarios.

The small-set speaker identification experiment
was tested on an excerpt of 19 speakers from the
King Wideband Speech Corpus. The first session
was used for primary model development, the sec-
ond for the OPD model, and the remaining 8 ses-
sions were integrated for testing clusters of four
second speech segments. The standard benchmark
system used the first two sessions for model train-
ing, and eight sessions for testing.

The verification experiment was performed on the
NIST ’96 Speaker Recognition Database. Two of
the one minute same-session training recordings
and the three second test utterances were utilised
for performance evaluation. For the OPD system,
the two one minute sessions were each split into
primary classifier training and testing speech. The
benchmark system utilised both single minute ses-
sions for GMM training. Background speaker
models were developed from the evaluation non-
speaker/impostor set, and target speaker models
were extracted from the development database.

The parameterisation scheme used 15 dimensional
MFCCs with pre-emphasis and liftering. No chan-
nel or handset compensation techniques were im-
plemented for this evaluation.

Figure 2. OPD Speaker Verification System with score fusion
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5. RESULTS

The results obtained for the OPD fused system in
contrast with the standard recognition systems
showed improvement. The stand-alone OPD tech-
nique did not surpass the overall performance of
the standard GMM systems. Speaker identification
performance using basic OPDs achieved an accu-
racy of 65.3% compared to a base system perform-
ance of 76.8%. However the fused system
achieved a 79.6% performance. ie; an absolute im-
provement of around 3%. The benefit of using this
method for speaker identification is limited to
small speaker set scenarios.

When the basic OPD system was used for Speaker
verification, results improved over the basic likeli-
hood ratio system for a low false alarm probability
only. However, the fused system was able to utilise
the strengths of both systems to improve the De-
tection Error Trade-off (DET) curve verification
statistics (see Figure 3).

6. CONCLUSION

Both speaker identification and verification sys-
tems can be improved with the fusion of speaker
likelihood shape information provided by an OPD.
It is also evident for speaker verification, that sec-
ondary classification based on OPDs outperforms
standard primary classification using Gaussian
Mixture Models, for a low false alarm rate. Fusion
of these two systems can incorporate the benefits
of both systems to improve the DET curve operat-
ing range characteristics.

For speaker identification, the incorporation of
OPD scores indicates the benefit of utilising cer-

tain shape information provided by implementing a
secondary classifier to learn the primary classifier
likelihood scores.

An interesting aspect of using a secondary classi-
fier in this fashion is its’ ability to evaluate and
identify abnormal test sessions and environments
that may affect the practical performance of these
biometric systems. The multi-speaker likelihood
shape criteria is useful for identifying such situa-
tions.

7. FUTURE WORK

Our research has indicated improved speaker rec-
ognition performance by the use of a target and
non-speaker likelihoods embedded in the OPD.
Future investigations will examine other transfor-
mations for OPDs to achieve improved perform-
ance across a larger range of the DET curve.
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Figure 3. DET curve verification performance


